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ABOUT US

WHAT’S NEW

Hawaii Artist: Joins “Hawaiian Journey®” to bring current and popular music in Hawaii.

Cabana Hospitality: Use of outside cabana in the middle of Waikiki.

Friday Whole Place: Lucky Friday price, including Luau Buffet and Waikiki’s Biggest Show®.

WAIKIKI’S BIGGEST SHOW®

Brand new Waikiki’s Biggest Show® features a “Hawaiian Journey®” from 1920s to current through powerful performances 

of music and dance by artists, hula, fire knife dancers and amazing musicians in our concert quality 750-seat premier

theater, complete with gourmet dining options!

LOCATION & FACILITY

The $20 million Royal Hawaiian Theater is the home of the nightly Rock-A-Hula® show six days a week. It is also O‘ahu’s 

premier meeting space and event venue in the heart of Waikiki featuring a 750-seat theater, state-of-the-art lighting, sound 

and multimedia technology, open-air large cabanas, beautiful bars and dining areas for banquets, presentations and award 

ceremonies. Take a Virtual Tour at RockAHulaHawaii.com/virtualtour. 

OUR ‘OHANA

From ship to shore, our ‘ohana (family) provides the stage for your Hawaiian memories. For the fifth year 

in a row, we have received TripAdvisor’s Certificate of Excellence Award for all of our ‘ohana.

CONTENTS

RH-ES / RH-ES’ Rock-A-Hula® Event Show Private event packages / Event Enhancement List
RH-FP / RH-FP’ Rock-A-Hula® Facility Profile Overview of facilities / Virtual Tour
  (RockAHulaHawaii.com/virtualtour)
RHE1–RHE10 Rock-A-Hula® Event Fact Sheets Event package details / Menus
EN-RH1 Event Enhancement Fact Sheet Rockin’ Makeup®

CREDENTIALS

Since our opening in 2011, our business philosphy was and still is a quality show that is always fresh and brand new where 

our guests will want to come back again and again! Check out our raving reviews where we’re rated 4.5 / 5 on TripAdvisor!

Rock-A-Hula WaikikiRock-A-Hula @RockAHulaHI

2020

Star of Honolulu Cruises & Events®: Premier 
cruise operator providing “must do” Hawaiian 
sunset dinners, whale and dolphin watches, 
weddings and private cruises since 1957.

Rock-A-Hula®: Reputable entertainment 
operator presents “Waikiki’s Biggest Show®,” 
gourmet dining and events in our concert 
quality 750-seat multimedia theater.

Royal Star Hawaii Motorcoach Tours & 
Destination Services®:  Only transportation 
operator with On-Time Guarantee®, 100% 
seat belted and DriveCam-Equipped fleet.

Paradise Kitchen®: Gourmet 
caterer serving Paradise Curry® to 
a 7-Course signature style cuisine 
with fresh Hawaiian flavors and 
presentation. 

Paradise Imaging®: Photography 
company providing service to 
tours and attractions in Hawaii 
and offering “images of paradise.”

Paradise To-Go®: Hospitality 
company providing “Experience 
of Aloha” with orchid lei greeting 
by hula dancer and more from 
airport to your location.

Dolphin Star®: Oahu’s largest 
dolphin vessel providing wild 
dolphin watching and snorkeling 
in paradise.
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FEATURING

FIRE KNIFE DANCERS!

LARGEST CAST IN WAIKIKI

ADDITIONAL NOTES

“Elvis Presley”

•  In circumstances beyond our control we reserve the right to change the schedule and other performers may be substituted.  
•  Force Majeure: Rock-A-Hula® shall not be liable for any delays or failure in performance or interruption of its services resulting directly 
 or indirectly from any cause or circumstance beyond its reasonable control, including but not limited to, Acts of God and of war, 
 strikes, adverse weather which curtails show operations, labor disputes, postal delays, explosions, governmental order, regulations, 
 failure of machinery, or other unexpected events prohibiting services. In no event shall Rock-A-Hula® be liable to Booking Party for 
 the loss of profit or for other similar or dissimilar collateral or consequential damages whether based on breach of contract warranty, 
 or otherwise, exceeding the actual amount of consideration paid by the Booking Party.

“Michael Jackson” For upcoming artists, check
RockAHulaHawaii.com/cast

Brand new Waikiki’s Biggest Show® features a “Hawaiian Journey®” from 1920s to current through 
powerful performances of music and dance by artists, hula, fire knife dancers and amazing 

musicians in our 750-seat premier theater, complete with gourmet dining options! Nightly show, dark 
Fridays, at Royal Hawaiian Center, Building B, 4th Floor. See the current line-up and full bios at 

RockAHulaHawaii.com/cast. For the latest news, “like” us on Facebook (facebook.com/RockAHulaHI) 
and follow us on Instagram (@RockAHulaHI).
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